SUPPLIER IN FOCUS
How is your company and products
performing year to date?

This year in convenience has been challenged with the COVID-19
situation and it has been interesting to see the trends coming
through. We have seen a change in the mix of our products that
are sold through this. Over all we have performed ok. The key
during this time has been supporting the convenience customers
where we can, overall the support we get from our customers is
what helps our trajectory. We have continued to launch NPD in
2020 and the growth that we see from this has been incremental
to the category.
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Tell us a bit about yourself

I'm a born and bred Scotsman that has called Australia home
for over 25 years, I’ve been fortunate to live in Perth, Sydney
and Melbourne and currently call Sydney home. I’ve been in the
FMCG channel for over 20 years predominately with Pepsico
working with Smiths Snackfoods, I’ve now been part of Lion
dairy team for 18 months and have recently moved into a new
role which gives me the opportunity to manage the New Sunrise
account, outside of selling dairy products, I like (love) to play
Golf and follow the Fremantle Dockers in AFL or the Bunnies in
the NRL (insert applause or boo hiss!)

What is the best investment
you have ever made?

Leaving my sportsbet account alone while in lockdown.

What are you doing to assist New Sunrise
members to improve sales & profits?

With New Sunrise we have a long running partnership where
we look to support through ongoing promotional programs, the
preferred ranging program and NPD launches. With the NPD
launches we have build up strong launch plans to really support
stores. Working closely with each of the New Sunrise MSO’s has
also been key to ensure the right focus in the group.
Through Covid we have had to be really agile as have stores on
what we can do to support. We have launched the ‘Essentials
program’ where we have pivoted to open up more take home
lines to support, we will continue to focus on this with stores. We
will also be driving some fun through the brands over the coming
months

What is the best piece of advice you could
share with New Sunrise members?

With the strong promotional program that New Sunrise offer their
members, I believe it’s about making the most of this period, give
your section the best visibility for the promotion using all the POS
that’s provided by the New Sunrise team, make the right space
for those products to always have availability (dual locations can
interrupt the shopper) and stock all core lines, after all that’s our
best selling products.
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